
Investors flee 
Bayer after 
glyphosate 
trial blow
FRANKFURT: The threat to German chemi-
cal giant Bayer and subsidiary Monsanto
from US litigation swelled yesterday, when its
share price plunged after a jury ruled weed-
killer Roundup was a “substantial factor” in
an amateur gardener’s cancer.

A wave of lawsuits has put pressure on
Bayer since its $63-billion takeover of
Monsanto last year, spooking investors who
worry damages payouts could quickly mount
into the billions if the firm fails to convince
courts its product is safe. Chief executive
Werner Baumann said last month the compa-
ny faced a total of 11,200 US cases over
Roundup and its active ingredient glyphosate,
a herbicide key to Monsanto’s business model
that has come in for intense scrutiny around
the world.

That mass of lawsuits meant markets
shuddered after a federal court finding
Tuesday that Roundup was behind the non-
Hodgkin’s lymphoma suffered by 70-year-old
Edwin Hardeman, who used the product for
decades on the garden at his California home.

The second major legal setback in a year
set the Leverkusen-based group’s stock
ebbing well into Wednesday trading after
an initial plunge. By 11:20 am in Frankfurt
(1020 GMT), the shares were trading down
13.2 percent at 60.53 euros ($68.71), drag-
ging down the DAX index of blue-chip
German shares.

Since the merger was completed, Bayer’s
stock has shed almost 40 percent of its value.

Tuesday’s “decision... has no impact on
future cases and trials because each one has
its own factual and legal circumstances,”
Bayer said in a statement, adding that it stood
behind science it says demonstrates
glyphosate is safe. But IG analyst Chris
Beauchamp told AFP the prospect of thou-
sands of plaintiffs potentially being awarded
tens of millions of dollars each means

investors “start doing the numbers, and it
doesn’t look very pretty at all”.

The latest case has so far brought no dam-
ages award against Bayer, as jurors now have
to decide whether Monsanto is liable for the
harm suffered by Hardeman.

“Monsanto has not taken a responsible,
objective approach to the safety of
Roundup,” Hardeman’s lawyers Aimee
Wagstaff and Jennifer Moore said in a joint
statement.

“Instead, it is clear from Monsanto’s
actions that it does not particularly care
whether its product is in fact giving people
cancer,” they alleged.

Science battle 
Jurors in the earlier California state court

case of Dewayne “Lee” Johnson, a school
groundskeeper who suffers from terminal
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, found in August
that Monsanto acted with “malice”.

Its glyphosate weedkillers Roundup and
Ranger Pro substantially contributed to the
terminal illness, they judged. Monsanto was
initially ordered to pay $289 million to
Johnson, who has two young sons and is in
the end stages of his cancer, before the dam-
ages were reduced to $78.5 million.

Bayer has filed an appeal, betting it can
do better at convincing judges in appeals
courts than sceptical juries in lower tri-
bunals. The two US cases have turned on a
2015 finding from the International Agency
for Research on Cancer (IARC), an arm of
the World Health Organization, that
Roundup is “probably carcinogenic”. But
Bayer points to more recent findings from
regulators around the world, especially in
advanced economies like the US, Europe
and Canada, and reams of scientific studies
as proof of the safety of its product.

“Regulatory authorities around the world
consider glyphosate-based herbicides as safe
when used as directed,” the group said in its
statement, highlighting “800 rigorous stud-
ies” of glyphosate’s effects.

Its confidence in its evidence and its
legal strategy may not be enough to con-
vince investors to hold on through the tur-
bulence, IG’s Beauchamp said. “If you are
expecting stock markets as a whole to do
better then you don’t want to be stuck with
the one company that is facing huge legal
claims,” he judged.

“A lot of (investors) will probably decide
to cut back exposure quite dramatically and
see how it plays out.” — AFP 

KUWAIT: KAMCO Investment Company
(“KAMCO”), a leading investment firm with
one of the largest AUMs in the region,
announced its consolidated financial results
for the year ended December 31, 2018.
KAMCO reported a net profit attributable
to the equity holders of KD 2.56 million,
which is an increase of 124 percent from
KD 1.14 million in 2017. Earnings per share
increased to 10.77 fils compared to 4.80 fils
in 2017. EBITDA for the period was KD
5.19 million versus KD 2.78 million in 2017,
an increase of 87 percent. Total revenues
increased by 91 percent to reach KD 18.36
million in comparison to 2017. 

While the Firm reported an increase in
the operational expenses due to imple-
menting its expansion plan, net cash gener-
ated from operating activities amounted to
KD 5.44 million. Total expenses for the

period were KD 15.68 million, a KD 7.21
million increase as a result of higher finan-
cial and operational costs related to the
Firm’s growth strategy, as well as other
provisions. 

In addition to the majority stake acqui-
sition in Global Investment House
(“Global”), the Firm’s performance was
underpinned by an increase in fee income,
a growth of KD 3.22 million, from KD 7.0
million in 2017 to KD 10.22 million in 2018.
The increase was mainly due to the growth
in management and advisory fees driven by
the rising level of assets under manage-
ment and investment banking mandates.
Fees from fiduciary activities for the full
year were KD 8.08 million, with a 16.69
percent increase in total assets under man-
agement to KD 3.93 billion (including the
effect of the acquisition). Investment bank-

ing mandate growth for the year was also
strong, successfully closing 9 transactions
worth around KD 534 million. 

Faisal Mansour Sarkhou, CEO of KAM-
CO, said, “We are moving forward towards
fulfilling our vision to become the preferred
asset management and investment banking
player in the region. Despite challenging
market conditions, we continue to maintain
strong liquidity with a financial robust
structure and the flexibility to harness the
development our integrated business mod-
el. In 2018, which also marks our 20th year
anniversary, we increased our AUM with a
long-term mindset taking advantage of
opportunities during periods of disruption.”

Sarkhou added, “The acquisition of a
69.528 percent stake in Global was one of
our key achievements for the year. We
believe that this move will help us in

enhancing our operational model, despite
incurring additional one-off expansion
related expenses this year. The strong
investor confidence in KAMCO was seen in
our bond issuance which was covered with-
in an exceptionally short period, marking
another successful transaction in 2018. In
addition to achieving significant milestones
throughout the year, we increased the num-
ber of portfolios under management and
further increased the size of our interna-
tional real estate portfolio.”

Commenting on the market perform-
ance during 2018, Sarkhou added, “GCC
equity markets outperformed global peers
with a yearly return of 12 percent amid
high volatility in 2018 as compared to flat-
tish returns in 2017. We have a positive
outlook for 2019 given the stable macro-
economic conditions, improvement in

investment climate and increased investor
confidence. However, geopolitics influence,
and volatile energy prices remains an
overhang on the region.” 
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KAMCO 2018 net profit reaches 
KD2.56m, an increase of 124%

EBITDA KD5.19m, revenue KD18.36m, earnings per share 10.77 fils

Faisal Mansour Sarkhou

BERLIN: A view of the compound of German chemicals and pharmaceuticals giant Bayer in
Berlin. — AFP

Asian business 
sentiment 
lingers near 
3-year low 
SEOUL: Confidence among Asian com-
panies held near three-year lows in the
first quarter as a US-China trade dis-
pute dragged on, pulling down a global
economy that is already on a downward
path, a Thomson Reuters/INSEAD sur-
vey found.

The Thomson Reuters/INSEAD
Asian Business Sentiment Index track-
ing firms’ six-month outlook was flat in
the March quarter from the previous
quarter’s 63, compared with a near
three-year low of 58 set in the
September quarter. A reading above 50
means optimistic respondents outnum-
bered pessimists, but the latest index
still marks one of the five worst since
the world started its recovery from the
2008-2009 global financial crisis.

“Things have not gotten worse but a
lot of uncertainty is putting companies in
wait-and-see mode,” Antonio Fatas, a
Singapore-based economics professor at
global business school INSEAD, said of
US-China talks on trade relations.

“In one week, it looks like they are
promising and the week after it looks like
they are going nowhere, and so there’s a
lot of wait-and-see attitude,” he added,
saying the uncertainty is forcing compa-
nies to put off investment decisions.

A global trade war was cited as the
chief business risk by respondents for the
third quarter in a row, though by a smaller
margin. Higher interest rates emerged as
the second-biggest risk, outpacing a
slowing Chinese economy. A total of 100
companies from a range of sectors
responded to the survey, conducted from
March 1-15 in 11 Asia-Pacific countries
where 45 percent of the world’s popula-
tion live and 32 percent of global gross
domestic product is generated.

Recession unlikely
The United States and China have put

on hold a planned escalation of their
trade war pending negotiations, but the
much-awaited conclusion of the latest
round of talks has also been delayed
even though remarks from the two sides
have been optimistic. Global agencies
including the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) and the Organization for
Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) have said failure to
resolve trade tension could further slow a
downward-trending global economy.

Regional powerhouses China, Japan
and South Korea all saw exports fall last
month, with China and South Korea suf-
fering their worst annual declines in
overseas sales in around three years.

The index staying above the neutral
point of 50 suggests companies in Asia
are not expecting an imminent global
recession, but languishing near multi-
year lows indicates companies are exert-
ing caution. “We don’t see a global hard
landing as a likely scenario when we look
at economic factors such as inflation and
credit conditions,” said Young Sun Kwon,
economist at Nomura in Hong Kong. “But
there are big uncertainties in politics.”

Lessons from the 2008-2009 global
financial meltdown have forced countries
to strengthen economic defenses, but
factors such as Britain’s planned exit
from the European Union and the US
Federal Reserve’s uncertain path are
posing threats. With less than two weeks
before the March 29 divorce date,
British Prime Minister Theresa May’s
government is still struggling to push a
departure deal with the EU through the
British parliament.

In the United States, the Fed has
declared a pause in its tightening cam-
paign, but economists foresee at least
one more increase later this year despite
increasing signs of slowdown in major
economies.

Respondents to the survey included
Canon Inc, Suzuki Motor Corp, Thai
Beverage PCL, Metropolitan Bank and
Trust Co and Delta Electronics
Thailand PCL. — Reuters

Lawsuits hot 
new option for 
Wall Street 
investors
NEW YORK: Lawsuits can provide
big payoffs. And betting on the outcome
of a lawsuit is becoming a hot new way
for Wall Street investors to cash in.

Investment companies specializing in
financing legal proceedings are moving
in to capitalize on the new business line,
allowing one side to finance the costs of
litigation-lawyers and expert witnesses-
in exchange for a percentage of the
award either after the trial concludes or
from any settlement between the parties.

This practice began in Australia about
20 years ago but has recently gained
momentum in the United States. The
simplest way for private investors to get
in on the action is to buy shares of the
companies that specialize in litigation
finance, like heavyweight Burford
Capital, which is worth 4 billion pounds
on the London Stock Exchange, or
Bentham IMF on the Australian
Securities Exchange.

But more and more institutional
investors, hedge funds and pension
funds are buying into the investment
vehicles created by these firms that spe-
cialize in finding lawsuits with potential
for big payouts. “It’s really difficult for a
small business to fight a big company,”

said Ralph Sutton, a veteran of the
industry who raised $250 million to
launch his own company, Validity
Finance, last June. 

Litigation funding can “improve
their ability to access the legal system
more effectively,” because it “helps lev-
el the playing field and permits cases to
be adjudicated on merits and not on
money plaintiffs or defendants may
have,” he said.

In a few clicks 
On the LexShares internet platform,

created in 2014, accredited investors can
choose the case they want to bet on,
from patent infringement, to breach of
contract or theft of trade secrets.
Companies that are filing the lawsuit can,
in just a few clicks, raise funds from the
site. But the platform also actively
searches for cases that would make
attractive investments. 

“We created a piece of software that
mines in the raw text when cases are
filed,” said LexShares founder Jay
Greenberg.  Using an algorithm with 17
parameters the cases are given a rank-
ing, after which a team of lawyers
assesses the merits of the case, the abili-
ties of the lawyers, and verifies that the
defendant will be able to pay any com-
pensation.

Of the 80 cases funded by LexShares
so far, involving amounts ranging from
$35,000 to $4 million, there have been
20 victories in the 24 completed cases.

While an investor can also lose his
investment if the ruling goes the wrong
way, on average, the return on invest-
ment is 65 percent each year,

Greenberg said. And many people want
to try their luck. 

“Investor demand is very high, we sell
out within hours.”

Frivolous lawsuits 
It is difficult to measure the size of this

industry since the litigation finance com-
panies are discreet about their business.
But America’s very litigious society could
offer a wealth of opportunities. Bentham
IMF estimates legal services expendi-
tures total $357.6 billion a year in the
United States, far ahead of the United
Kingdom ($54.9 billion), Canada ($25.72
billion) or Australia ($19.7 billion). 

But the company is starting cautious-
ly: Bentham IMF funded only four US
cases in the second half of 2018. But the
firm raised another $500 million in
December for a fund geared at new cas-
es. Some observers cringe at this new
type of investment, fearing the influx of
money could fuels a profusion of frivo-
lous lawsuits. The American Chamber of
Commerce in particular wants to require
that plaintiffs disclose if they are using
this kind of financing for their cases. 

Maya Steinitz, a professor at Harvard
University’s law school, said giving the
plaintiffs the means they need to seek
justice is beneficial. 

But she acknowledged that the mar-
ket is “mostly unregulated.” Investors
are not subject to the same ethical obli-
gations as lawyers, for example, so they
potentially could force a plaintiff to
refuse or agree to a financial settlement
of the case.

“Finance is a utility which can be used
or abused,” she said. — AFP 

UK inflation 
edges higher 
as Brexit looms
LONDON: British annual inflation nudged higher
in February, official data showed yesterday, as
Britain faces uncertainty over its planned depar-
ture from the European Union. The Consumer
Prices Index 12-month rate climbed to 1.9 percent
last month, up from a two-year low of 1.8 percent
in January, the Office for National Statistics
(ONS) said in a statement. “Rising prices for food,
alcohol and tobacco, and across a range of recre-
ational and cultural goods produced the largest
upward contributions to change in the rate
between January and February,” the ONS said.

“The largest, offsetting, downward contribu-
tion came from clothing and footwear, with prices

rising between January and February... but by less
than between the same two months a year ago.”

Britain’s annual inflation remains under the
Bank of England’s 2.0-percent target, which
today is widely expected to announce no change
to its main interest rate, currently at 0.75 percent.
“The Bank of England is clearly going to sit tight
on interest rates until there is greater clarity on
the Brexit situation and it can see how the econo-
my is being affected,” noted EY economist
Howard Archer. 

“Indeed, there is a very real possibility that the
Bank of England will keep interest rates at the
current level of 0.75 percent through 2019. “The
current muted state of the UK economy hardly
calls for higher interest rates despite the tightness
of the (UK) labor market and recent firmer earn-
ings growth,” he added. The new data was
released yesterday-just nine days before Britain is
scheduled to leave the EU-as it was revealed
British Prime Minister Theresa will request a short
delay to Brexit from Brussels. — AFP

LONDON: Britain’s International Trade Secretary Liam Fox arrives in 10 Downing Street in
London yesterday. — AFP


